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Welcome
Council prayer
Apologies
Members’ conflict of interest
Members are reminded of their obligation to declare any conflicts of interest they might
have in respect of items on this agenda.

Confirmation of order of business
That, taking into account the explanation provided why the item is not on the meeting
agenda and why the discussion of the item cannot be delayed until a subsequent meeting,
……… be dealt with as a late item at this meeting.

Confirmation of minutes
The Minutes of the Audit/Risk Committee meeting held on 12 February 2018 are attached.
File ref: 3-CT-17-2
Recommendation:
That the Minutes of the Audit/Risk Committee meeting held on 12 February 2018 be taken
as read and verified as an accurate and correct record of the meeting.

Chair’s report
A report will be provided at the meeting.
Recommendation:
That the Chair’s report to the Audit/Risk Committee meeting held on 11 June 2018 be
received.

Questions put at previous meeting for advice or action
Council confirmed the following recommendations made by the Audit/Risk Committee on 12
February 2018:
18/ARK/004 That the Audit/Risk Committee endorse and recommend to Council the
adoption of the following:


The pragmatic approach to exercising the statutory discretionary powers pursuant to
the Building Act 2004 and the professional judgement exercised in relation to the
application of the provisions of the Rangitikei District Plan: and,
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The application of the following principles when considering the exercise of
discretionary powers:
all new builds are expected to comply with relevant standards;
earthquake strengthening works alone will not trigger a requirement to upgrade the
building standards
requests for exemptions/waivers/discretion will not be considered outside of a
(building) consent process (i.e. not after the work has been done). Note that the
Certificate of Acceptance process is still available, subject to meeting the test of
‘compliance assurance’;
where Council is aware of non-compliant building work, a notice to fix will be issued.
Removing/upgrading non-compliant work within the scope of a building consent will
allow for the consideration of exemptions/waivers;
adaptive re-use of disused/under-used commercial buildings is to be
encouraged/supported;
no exemptions/waivers will be granted where people/fire/structural safety is
compromised.

And:
18/ARK/005 That the Audit/Risk Committee recommends that Council consider whether the
debt per resident level needs to be raised.

Review of the three water infrastructure – Cabinet decisions, 9 April
2018
The Minister of Local Government has proposed a review of three water infrastructure, to
develop recommendations for system-wide performance improvements during 2018, and to
progress parts of the Government’s response to the Inquiry into Havelock North drinking
water. Cabinet has accepted the proposal as agreed at Cabinet Economic Development
Committee – a copy of that paper is attached.
The Minister’s speech to the Water Summit on 30 May 2018 stresses the need to address
both capability and funding. Aggregated, dedicated water providers will be closely
considered – this is what the Havelock North Inquiry recommended – but the Minister stated
that any option will ensure “continued public ownership of existing infrastructure
assets”. But the Minister also recognises that many councils will be concerned about what
might happen if they have less of a role in water delivery service: “we need to start thinking
about what they might do instead”.
As background to the Cabinet paper, Internal Affairs commissioned a report from Beca on
the costs to upgrade drinking water infrastructure to meet the Inquiry’s key
recommendations. It found that the costs are highest for New Zealand’s smallest
communities. As this report is generally presented at a regional council level, the potential
impact of their findings on Rangitikei is not discernible.
The Minister is explicit in wanting a new regulatory system for better reporting, oversight,
compliance and transparency – and acknowledges that this is likely to have significant
funding implications for local government. She is certain that system-wide collaborative
change will be needed. Four distinct workstreams are being established – (1) Effective
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oversight, regulatory settings and institutional arrangements, (2) Funding and financing
mechanisms, (3) Capacity and capability of decision-makers and suppliers, including
aggregation of drinking-water suppliers, and (4)Information for transparency, accountability
and decision-making. She intends to report back to Cabinet in October 2018.

Work Programme Matrix – Progress update
The work programme matrix (outlining progress to 31 May 2018) is attached
File ref: 3-CT-17-5
Recommendation:
That the Audit/Risk Committee’s work programme matrix (outlining progress to 31 may
2018) report be received.

Internal Audit programme – status report
Since the Committee’s last meeting, Luele Driescher has resigned. MW LASS is currently
considering new appointments to the Internal Audit role.

Committee review process
The Chair will comment on the review forms received from members.

Draft management report from Audit New Zealand on the
Consultation Document for the 2028-28 Long Term Plan
To be tabled. Council’s Audit Director will be in attendance to lead discussion on this report.

Progress with actions to reduce risks not accepted
The report January to May 2018 is attached, together with the risk matrix.
File ref: 5-PO-1-3
Recommendations
That the report ‘Actions from the Risk Management Framework to Address Risk’ for January
to May 2018 be received.

Late items
Future items for the agenda
Draft Annual Report for 2017/18
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Next meeting
15 August 2018, 2.00 pm

Meeting closed
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Present:

Mr Craig O’Connell (Chair)
His Worship the Mayor, Andy Watson
Cr Angus Gordon

In attendance:

Mr Ross McNeil, Chief Executive
Ms Debbie Perera, Audit Director
Ms Luele Driescher, Internal Auditor
Mr Michael Hodder, Community & Regulatory Services Group Manager
Mr George McIrvine, Finance & Business Support Group Manager
Mr Hamish Waugh, Infrastructure Group Manager
Ms Christin Ritchie, Governance Administrator

Tabled Documents:

Item 13:

Defining Council’s Risk Appetite – Consenting
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Welcome
The meeting opened at 2.03 pm. The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.

2

Council prayer
The Chair read the Council prayer.

3

Apologies
That the apologies of Cr Nigel Belsham and Cr Dean McManaway be accepted.

4

Members’ conflict of interest
Members were reminded of their obligation to declare any conflicts of interest they might
have in respect of items on this agenda.

5

Confirmation of order of business
There was no change to the Order of Business and no late items had been requested. The
tabled information related to agenda items.

6

Confirmation of minutes
His Worship the Mayor, requested an amendment to the minutes:
Item 11: LED procurement.
His Worship the Mayor wanted it noted that the report included a number of findings about
the processes used. However, although there were some areas of concern, there was no
cause for further investigation.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/001

File Ref

3-CT-17-2

That the amended Minutes of the Audit/Risk Committee meeting held on 11 December 2017
be taken as read and verified as an accurate and correct record of the meeting.
His Worship the Mayor / Mr O’Connell

7

Chair’s report
No report was provided.

8

Work Programme Matrix – Progress update
Mr Hodder spoke to the matrix, a summary is below:
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Edale- no further actions required
Natural disaster events – are still in discussions
Disaster recovery – first quarterly update on CDEM improvement plan was provided
to Council’s meeting on 25/01
Community facilities – provided in a separate report to the Committee’s February 18
meeting.
Capital expenditure – looking to ensure carry overs are minimised
Drinking water – awaiting the government’s decisions on the Havelock North Enquiry
– uncertainty lies over position taken with rural (non-potable) supplies.
Infrastructure Shared Services with Manawatu – first report is due in March

The consultation document shows we might be in breach of our self-imposed debt to
resident ratio.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/002

File Ref

3-CT-17-5

That the Audit/Risk Committee’s work programme matrix (outlining progress to 31 January
2018) report be received.
Cr Gordon / His Worship the Mayor. Carried

9

Internal Audit programme – status report
Ms Driescher spoke to her report:




Review of cash-handling (at information centres and waste transfer stations) has
been drafted and will come to the Committee’s next meeting.
strategic review of procurement and contract management is now in progress.
Review of claims to New Zealand Transport Agency claim is scheduled for May.

Resolved minute number

18/ARK/003

File Ref

3-CT-17-1

That the report ‘Internal Audit programme – status report’ to the Audit/Risk Committee
meeting on 12 February 2018 be received.
Cr Gordon / His Worship the Mayor. Carried

10

Committee review process
The Chair advised he is still awaiting forms to be completed and returned to him. He will
send out a reminder e-mail.

11

Understanding Council’s risk appetite
Mr McNeill spoke to the report, highlighting:
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Powers of discretion relating to waiving or expecting compliance are held by the Territorial
Authority rather than the building Control Authority. This was to enable consents to be
issued by accredited entities, including private parties.
A review of the Rangitikei District Plan was completed in 2016, in order to address anomalies
made operative in 2013. It focussed on developers, fixing the provisions which did not make
sense. Recent Council policy initiatives provide assistance in the form of rates remissions
and fee waivers to developers, and those expanding business.

Resolved minute number

18/ARK/004

File Ref

3-PY-1-15

1 That the report ‘Understanding Council’s risk appetite’ be received.
2 That the Audit/Risk Committee endorse and recommend to Council the adoption of the
following:
2.1 the pragmatic approach to exercising the statutory discretionary powers pursuant to the
Building Act 2004 and the professional judgement exercised in relation to the application of
the provisions of the Rangitikei District Plan: and,
2.2 the application of the following principles when considering the exercise of discretionary
powers:








all new builds are expected to comply with relevant standards;
earthquake strengthening works alone will not trigger a requirement to upgrade the
building standards
requests for exemptions/waivers/discretion will not be considered outside of a
(building) consent process (i.e. not after the work has been done). Note that the
Certificate of Acceptance process is still available, subject to meeting the test of
‘compliance assurance’;
where Council is aware of non-compliant building work, a notice to fix will be issued.
Removing/upgrading non-compliant work within the scope of a building consent will
allow for the consideration of exemptions/waivers;
adaptive re-use of disused/under-used commercial buildings is to be
encouraged/supported;
no exemptions/waivers will be granted where people/fire/structural safety is
compromised.
His Worship the Mayor / Cr Gordon. Carried

The Committee noted it was a Council decision to direct the Chief Executive’s use of the
statutory discretions.

12

Developing the 2018-28 Long Term Plan
The aim of the Consultation Document was to set out Council’s intentions so that they were
easily understood. The inclusion of graphs show the impact of property revaluations on
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rates increases, and how there are a number of outliers. The Committee discussed the
objective of affordability, considering that the rates impacts showed this had been achieved,
In regards to achievability, the current reality is that there are fewer contractors bidding
presently. Consenting requirements and the need for consultation both contribute to delays.
The Committee noted that the debt per resident limits would not be breached until a
subsequent long-term plan. However, Council might wish to compare its limits with those
set by other comparable local authorities.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/005

File Ref

That the Audit/Risk Committee recommends that Council consider whether the debt per
resident level needs to be raised.
His Worship the Mayor / Cr Gordon

13

Proposed new community/civic facilities – update on project
management, February 2018
Mr McNeil summarised to the memorandum:
Bulls – Construction would start from mid 2018 subject to funding. At this point, a dedicated
Project Manager will be appointed.
Marton – looking to potentially redevelop the Broadway/High Street site, with options and
quotes currently being explored. A second option would be to strengthen/renovate the
administration building and library. An analysis is underway.
Taihape – we have engaged with the community for redevelopment options.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/006

File Ref

5-EX-4

That the memorandum ‘Proposed new community/civic facilities – update on project
management, February 2018’ be received.
Cr Gordon / Mr O’Connell

14

Action plan to address items in the revised risk management
framework where the risk is not accepted
Taken as read, no further comments were made.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/007

File Ref

5-PO-1-3

That the action plan to address items in the revised risk management framework where the
risk is not accepted be received.
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Mr O’Connell / Cr Gordon

15

Insurance Renewal Report and Insurance Manual
The increase in rates is predominantly due to the move in the market caused by Kaikoura. An
overall hardening of the market has also occurred, seeing a reduction for 12 active insurers
down to 7. Vehicle premiums have also increased significantly due to the number of claims
in the previous 12 months.
Resolved minute number

18/ARK/008

File Ref

5-FM-6-4

That the report ‘Rangitikei District Council Renewal Report 2017 - MW LASS’ to the Audit
Risk Committee on 12 February be received.
His Worship the Mayor / Mr O’Connell

16

Late items
Nil.

17

Future items for the agenda
The Work Programme

18

Next meeting
April 2018 – to be determined
11 June 2018, 2.00 pm

19

Meeting closed
Meeting closed at 4.03 pm

Confirmed/Chair:

______________________________________________

Date:
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IN CONFIDENCE
Office of the Minister of Local Government
Cabinet Economic Development Committee

Review of three waters infrastructure: key findings and next steps
Proposal
1.

I propose to proceed with a review of three waters infrastructure, to develop
recommendations for system-wide performance improvements over the course of

2.

3.

4.

a

5.
5.2

declining rating bases, or high seasonal demand in small tourism centres;

5.3

replacement of ageing infrastructure;

5.4

community expectations and regulatory requirements for water quality,
treatment and management, and national directions on fresh and coastal
water quality;

5.5

climate change adaptation and infrastructure resilience issues; and the
operation and restoration of three waters infrastructure following
emergencies.
Page 16
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IN CONFIDENCE
6.

There are close connections between the issues facing the three waters system and a
number of the Government’s key priorities. These priorities include: regional
development; providing affordable housing and development capacity; climate change
resilience; and infrastructure funding and financing. Progress toward our freshwater
priorities in urban areas, for example, will not be possible without tackling ageing
wastewater and stormwater infrastructure.

7.

There is currently considerable public interest in the quality of our drinking water and
freshwater, and an expectation both from the Inquiry and some stakeholders of swift
action to drive lasting improvements. An integrated approach to these issues will
.

8.

9.

proposed inquiry into local government costs and revenues; and initiatives to improve
freshwater quality. Officials will work together to ensure coordination at both
departmental and Ministerial level, and to identify synergies.

Background
13.

Three waters services (drinking water, wastewater, and stormwater) are lifeline
utilities, critical to New Zealand’s economic security and prosperity, health, safety, and
environmental protection. The infrastructure needed to deliver these services is
complex, expensive, and largely located underground, which makes it challenging to
provide and maintain.
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14.

Three waters infrastructure is largely owned and operated by 67 local authorities, each
of which is the sole service provider in its district.1 A complex set of regulatory
arrangements apply to the three waters system, and responsibilities are shared across
multiple central government agencies, District Health Boards, and regional councils.
The Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002 also sets out duties for lifeline
utilities relating to risk reduction, readiness, response, and recovery. (Slide 6 of
Appendix Two provides an overview of regulatory arrangements.)

15.

The Department of Internal Affairs has been leading a cross-agency review of three
waters infrastructure, together with the Ministry for the Environment and Ministry of
ed

comply with requirements and meet community expectations, there is clear evidence
of performance issues and pressure points across the three waters system.
1

A small, but significant, proportion of households, as well as some hospitals, prisons, schools, and marae,
provide their own drinking water and wastewater systems. To date, self-suppliers have not fallen within the
scope of the Three Waters Review, which focuses on local government water infrastructure.
2
Stage One focused on identifying what happened, the cause of the outbreak, and an assessment of the
conduct of those responsible for providing safe drinking water to Havelock North. The Stage One report was
issued on 8 May 2017. Stage Two focused on improvement of the safety of drinking water in New Zealand,
lessons to be learned from the Havelock North outbreak, and changes to achieve those goals.
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21.

24.

3

Overall, seven high-level findings were identified.
21.1

There are risks to human health and the environment in some parts of the
country.

21.2

There is evidence of low levels of compliance, monitoring and enforcement
against a range of standards, rules and requirements.

21.3

There is evidence of capability and capacity challenges, particularly for smaller
councils. A consistent theme that emerged is the role that scale plays in
relation to asset management and governance capability, levels of
compliance, and service quality.

The operating environment for three waters is becoming more challenging, due to:
24.1

increasing demand for three waters services in high-growth areas, often with
capacity constraints;

24.2

declining rating bases, or small tourism centres with high seasonal demand;

There are two different CCO models. Auckland Council owns Watercare, which owns and manages the
drinking water and wastewater assets. Wellington Water manages, but does not own, the water assets for
Wellington City, Wellington Regional, Porirua City, Hutt City, and Upper Hutt City Councils.
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25.

24.3

a need to replace ageing infrastructure;

24.4

community expectations and regulatory requirements relating to water
quality, treatment and/or management, and national directions on fresh and
coastal water quality; and

24.5

responding to climate change adaptation, emergencies and natural hazards,
and infrastructure resilience issues.

The available evidence suggests the system is not well placed to address these issues
and meet new challenges. Experience over the past 30 years also indicates that
achieving widespread improvements, particularly through voluntary change and

29.1

housing infrastructure supply being unable to meet demand in high-growth
areas;

29.2

failure to meet national and local environmental outcomes for freshwater and
the marine environment;

29.3

a constrained ability to plan and fund robust systems that can cope with
climate change, emergencies, and natural hazards; and
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IN CONFIDENCE
29.4

limitations on developing the regions, particularly for areas with declining
rating bases, or small tourism centres with high seasonal demand. Decisions
to establish or expand businesses in a particular area may be dependent on
the existence of reliable water infrastructure, for example.

I propose four workstreams to progress the Three Waters Review, and parts of the
Government response to the Inquiry
30.

The December 2017 Cabinet paper, Government Inquiry into Havelock North Drinking
Water, signalled proposals to proceed with the Three Waters Review with four,
interconnected workstreams:

cross-agency approach, coordinated by the Department of Internal Affairs.
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IN CONFIDENCE
44.

Financial considerations will be an important part of the options analysis undertaken in
the workstreams outlined in this paper. Proposals identified through this work may
have significant financial implications. Where appropriate, funding would be sought
through Budgets 2019 and 2020 to give effect to the policy decisions sought later this
year.

Human rights / gender implications / disability perspective
45.

There are no human rights, gender, or disability issues or implications arising from the
proposals in this paper. However, there may be implications arising from the options
identified through one or more of the workstreams outlined in this paper.

e

1.4

there is evidence of affordability issues in some places, driven by a range
of factors and funding pressures;

1.5

there is inadequate system oversight and connections between key parts
of the system;

1.6

variable asset management practices, and a lack of good asset
information, are affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of three waters
infrastructure and services; and
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1.7

2.

note that these findings are consistent with many of the Stage Two findings of
the Government Inquiry into Havelock North Drinking Water (the Inquiry), which
reported in December 2017, but apply more broadly across three waters
infrastructure and services;

4.4
5.

existing reporting obligations do not provide consumers and other
interested stakeholders with meaningful information on the delivery and
performance of three waters services in a way that appropriately
promotes transparency, accountability and performance improvement
over time;

information for transparency, accountability and decision making (led by
MBIE, in consultation with DIA, MoH, and MfE);

agree that the work described in paragraph 4 above will consider the following
Inquiry recommendations, but with a broader lens of three waters provision:
5.1

an assessment of whether to mandate, or persuade, suppliers to establish
aggregated dedicated water suppliers (recommendations 32 and 33);

5.2

establishing a licensing system for networked drinking water suppliers,
and a mandatory qualification system for suppliers and their staff
(recommendations 22, 23 and 24); and
Page 26
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5.3

establishing a drinking water regulator (recommendations 9 to 12),
including considering whether a broader sectoral approach to regulatory
institutional settings is more appropriate than a single focus/purpose
regulator given the interconnected nature of three waters services;

6.

note that I intend to report back to Cabinet in October 2018 on the results of this
work, with policy and funding proposals to inform Budgets 2019 and 2020;

7.

agree that Ministerial oversight of this work be provided by a group of Ministers
with portfolio interests in water infrastructure, namely Finance, Environment,
Housing and Urban Development, Infrastructure, Local Government, Transport,
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Appendix One: Next steps for the Three Waters Review – proposals for four
workstreams
Workstream 1: Effective oversight, regulatory settings and institutional arrangements
Context
1.

The Government Inquiry into Havelock North Drinking Water (the Inquiry) highlighted a
number of concerns, including that “the current drinking water regime is fragmented,
with many different agencies and persons responsible for various aspects of it … This
multi-disciplinary system gives rise to issues concerning cooperation and collaboration

2.

3.

4.

5.

regulator, economic regulator, and/or an environmental regulator. These are
common features of overseas regulatory models, which complement public
health objectives.
If decisions are taken to establish a drinking water regulator, this workstream
will consider how other environmental and economic regulatory functions
might relate to, or be delivered through, this new body. This approach will
ensure that the overall regulatory options are coherent and comprehensive,
and have an appropriate focus on both public health and the broader impacts
of the three waters system.
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5.3

6.

Regulatory compliance and enforcement: Exploring options for strengthening
the monitoring, compliance and enforcement of the three waters regulatory
structure.

This work will explore related matters, such as the roles, responsibilities and powers of
a lead government agency and regulators. It will also consider any downstream
competition policy work required from the private provision models explored by
Treasury and Crown Infrastructure Partners, and the licensing recommendations from
the Inquiry.

Considerations that will inform this work
7.

8.

9.

12.

Workstream 1 will align with the Inquiry response work, but with a broader lens that
incorporates the inter-connected nature of all three waters.
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Workstream 2: Funding and financing mechanisms
Context
13.

The Three Waters Review found evidence of affordability issues relating to three
waters infrastructure in some local authorities. Funding pressures are associated with
one or more of the following factors.
13.1

Growth: While high-growth local authorities are investing significantly in
assets for population growth, they are struggling to supply sufficient serviced
land to meet demand. Development contributions are only partially funding
capital expenditure on infrastructure, leaving about $615 million nationally to

14.

Workstream 2 will identify and assess options for equipping three waters
infrastructure providers with a wide set of appropriate and flexible funding tools,
which can address or incentivise actions against multiple objectives and issues (such as
population growth; rural access to services; resilience, including for infrastructure
failure due to emergencies; increasing standards and expectations; innovation; and
technological advances).

15.

The options to be explored include:
15.1

additional funding and financing tools for local authorities;
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16.

15.2

targeted, conditional grants or loans for specific purposes or projects; and

15.3

a specific government funding stream for water infrastructure, with
requirements for business cases, procurement methods, asset management,
and performance information disclosure.

This workstream will also identify the size of the funding challenges facing local
government relating to many of the issues outlined in paragraph 13.

Considerations that will inform this work
17.

The workstream will seek to ensure:

.

Standards to reach compliance), and the cost of mandatory treatment for all
drinking water sources currently untreated. The March 2018 Cabinet paper,
Government Response to Havelock North Drinking Water, includes a summary
of some of the report’s findings.
22.2

Further work may be commissioned to provide a clearer picture of the costs
and investment requirements associated with compliance with national
environmental standards, and managing the effects of climate change.
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23.

Workstream 2 will also contribute to a broader inquiry into local government funding
(as per the coalition agreement between the Labour Party and the New Zealand First
Party), to be undertaken in 2018.

Workstream 3: Capacity and capability of decision-makers and suppliers, including
aggregation of drinking water suppliers
Context
24.

The Inquiry argued that there is a compelling case for dedicated and aggregated
suppliers being established as an effective and affordable means to improve
compliance, competence and accountability. The Inquiry recommended that the

some of which may involve fundamental reform. It will identify and assess the costs,
benefits and risks associated with a range of different models, spanning:
30.1

local authority shared services and council-controlled organisations (including
entities that both own and manage water infrastructure assets, like Watercare
in Auckland, and asset managing entities, like Wellington Water);

30.2

potential new arrangements for local authority three waters infrastructure
service delivery;
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31.

30.3

aggregation of existing drinking water suppliers into one or more suppliers
(with continued local government involvement, and potentially covering the
other two waters); and

30.4

establishment of specialist drinking water, wastewater, and possibly
stormwater, service providers (separate from local authorities).

The workstream will also consider potential mechanisms for delivering more moderate
changes, including:
31.1

guidance and advice to support best practice in three waters asset
management and governance;

would need to be taken into account by any new water supply organisations.
34.

The paper also noted that introducing a licensing system for drinking water suppliers
might incentivise or force voluntary aggregation.

Connections with other work
35.

The workstream has strong dependencies with the other workstreams, and the Inquiry
response work, including investigations into the creation of a drinking water regulator.
If decisions are made to establish a regulator, for example, it is anticipated that body
may have responsibilities for the licensing, qualifications, standards and practices of
drinking water suppliers.
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IN CONFIDENCE
Workstream 4: Information for transparency, accountability and decision making
Context
36.

International literature indicates that a fit-for-purpose three waters system involves
open and transparent information and reporting for consumers, decision makers, and
policy makers. Many overseas countries also have a single agency that takes
responsibility for compiling and interpreting three waters information, and making it
available to a public audience.

37.

The Three Waters Review found that transparency and accountability requirements
relating to three waters in New Zealand are relatively light for an essential service.

government. The workstream has several components, based around variations in the
type, purpose, and audience for information.
42.

If decisions are made to establish an industry regulator, it is likely that body would be
responsible for collating and publishing information on three waters services, suitable
for a range of audiences and needs. Workstream 4 will contribute to advice on a
regulator’s possible responsibilities in this area. It will also explore other mechanisms
for improving information for transparency, accountability, decision making, and
performance improvement, if a regulatory body is not created.
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IN CONFIDENCE
43.

The December 2017 Cabinet paper noted that “the Department of Internal Affairs will
review the accountability and reporting arrangements for local authorities under the
Local Government Act 2002, to see how they could enhance the transparency of
decisions local authorities are making around water supply safety”. How to achieve
this objective will be considered within the broader context of this and the other
workstreams.

44.

Issues relating to the collection and use of asset management information (referred to
in paragraphs 39 and 40 of this Appendix) will be considered in Workstream 3, in the
context of improving capability and capacity.
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AUDIT/RISK COMMITTEE - WORK PROGRAMME FOR THE 2016-19 TRIENNIUM
Topic

What

Why

Who/How

Annual Audit review

Interim management report
(2017/18)

Ensure Council operating procedures and
policies are appropriate and managed

Final management report (2017/18)

Other reviews of Council operations

Natural disaster events

Annual insurance reviews

Priority

Committee decision/action

Progress to 31 May 2018

Council management and Audit Very high
Director

Review Audit comment and Council
response; recommendation to Council

The interim audit (second part) for 2017/18
will take place in the first week of July.

Ensure Council operating procedures and
policies are appropriate and managed

Council management and Audit High
Director

Review Audit comment and Council
response; recommendation to Council

Not yet applicable

Ensure recommendations are well-founded
and there is a robust plan of action

Chief Executive

Medium

As required. Consideration of interest-free
loan to Edale was flagged once relevant
information is received, but was not needed
because of its purchase by the Masonic
Villages Trust.

A draft Audit management report on the
Consultation Document for the 2018-28
Long Term Plan is anticipated for this
Committee's June 2018 meeting.

Ensure accurate, appropriate and costeffective cover for all built assets

GM Finance & Business
Support

Medium

Review periodic updates from GM (Finance
and Business Support) Committee has already

Considered as part of additional cover being
secured through MW LASS.

reviewed whether to continue membership of LAPP.

Community facilities

Business continuity

Ensure Council can maintain business
operations

GM Finance & Business
Support

High

Disaster recovery

Ensure robust processes aligned with
MCDEM requirements

Chief Executive

Very high

Not yet considered. However, off-site
storage of all servers has now been made
secure.
Review six-monthly updates on development Quarterly update on CDEM Improvement
of internal capability and external liaison,
plans provided to Council's meeting on 25
periodic MCDEM reviews, and recommend January 2018 and 26 April 2018.
any changes or enhancements

Areas of unstable ground

Ensure awareness where land and buildings
may be at risk

Low

to be determined

Bulls community centre

Ensure robust project management for
construction and fit-out

Chief Executive

High

Review and comment on project plan and
exception reporting to each meeting

Marton civic centre

a) Ensure cost-effective option for new Civic Chief Executive
Centre design

High

Review and comment on project plan and
exception reporting to each meeting

b) Ensure robust project management for
Chief Executive
construction and fit-out
a) Ensure Memorial Park facility has external
funding and community support

High

Review project plan and exception reporting Not yet started.
to each meeting
Review and comment on project plan and
High-level project plan reviewed at Council
exception reporting to each meeting
workshop, 31 May 2018. Discussions with
Park users and key stakeholders has led to a
further report being required by Council for
Assets/Infrastructure Committee's July 2018
meeting

b) Ensure cost-effective and community
support for new Civic Centre design

High

Taihape community facilities (on
Memorial Park) and community
centre (town hall site)

Risk management framework

Alignment with national/sector
approach

Ensure framework reflects sector good
practice

GM Community & Regulatory
Services

Biennial reviews

Ensure framework reflects changing risk
environment
Ensure identified risks are being reduced

GM Community & Regulatory
Services
GM Community & Regulatory
Services

Half-year management actions to
reduce risk
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High

Very high
High

Review periodic updates from GM (Finance
and Business Support)

High-level project plan reviewed at Council
workshop, 31 May 2018. Completed design
expected 15 June.
High-level project plan reviewed at Council
workshop, 31 May 2018. Business case to
be prepared (target completion: July)

Review project plan and exception reporting Not yet started.
to each meeting
Understand and give effect to Local
Government Risk Agency expectations in the
framework and follow-up actions
Review proposed changes to framework and
recommend to Council
Review adequacy of management action and
recommend any changes to actions at
August and February meetings

LGRA yet to be established.

Proposed actions to address risk from
December revision of the framework
provided to Committee's February 2018
meeting. Report on actions taken provided
to Committee's June 2018 meeting.

Topic

What

Ongoing analysis of capital expenditure Capacity

Water supply

Why

Who/How

Ensure that the projected capital work
programme is realistic (i.e. affordable and
achievable)

GM Finance & Business
Support

Consenting requirements and
timelines

Ensure that consenting requirements are
reflected in capital programme

Carry-overs

Ensure that carry-overs are minimised and
validated against external factors.

Committee decision/action
Very high

Review proposed capital programme at
October or December meetings.
Recommend changes to Council if
warranted.

Not yet considered. At its September 2017
the Committee considered a report on
Council's involvement with the Local
Government Funding Agency and
recommended to Council that it participate
in the Agency's scheme as a borrower.

High

Examine briefing on consenting
requirements at October meetings

Works programmes included in the draft
Long Term Plan have been timed as to
consenting requirements including seeking
interim consents for Marton and Ratana
wastewater upgrades and allowing for full
consideration of options and (at Ratana)
fulfilment of funding commitments.
Horizons has made explicit its expectations
about the timing of applications to renew
consents.

GM Finance & Business
Medium
Support and GM Infrastructure

Not yet considered.

Drinking-water standards compliance Ensure Council's potable water supplies
address changes from Havelock North
enquiry and government's timetable for
implementing them

GM Infrastructure

Very high

Accurate billing for usage

GM Finance & Business
Support

Medium

Chief Executive

High

Review draft consultation document for
Discussion at Committee's February 2018
2018-28 LTP at December 2017 meeting and meeting
determine whether risks and uncertainties
have been adequately addressed.

Medium

Review periodic updates on work
programme and compliance with LGOIMA.

Ensure that all water usage is paid for and
that historical rights are correctly applied

Understand government policy setting;
review project plan for giving effect to this
and exception reporting to each meeting,
and recommend Committee's view to
Council.
Review project plan and exception reporting
to each meeting

Government's decisions on the Havelock
North enquiry's recommendations not yet
announced.

Not yet considered.

Alignment with Council strategic
framework and key priorities

Progress with key priorities (reported Ensure that the identified key priorities are
monthly to relevant Council
implemented or modified to give effect to
committees)
the strategic direction

Information management

Progress in implementing robust,
integrated and accessible electronic
corporate records systems

Ensure Council meets Public Records Act and GM Finance & Business
LGOIMA requirements
Support

Infrastructure Shared Services (with
Manawatu District Council)

Performance under revised
agreement

Ensure Rangitikei is getting value for money
and minimises risk of non-compliance in
levels of service or funding of infrastructure

Chief Executive

Medium

Consider half-yearly assessments from Chief Not yet considered. First quarterly update
Executive and determine whether a
to Council's meeting on 29 March 2018.
recommendation to Council is warranted in
terms of perceived risks

Appetite for risk around consents

Policy and procedure for exercise of
discretion and enforcement of Code
requirements

Ensure Council and local building sector are
clear on balance between compliance and
discretion

Chief Executive

Medium

Consider periodic updates from Chief
Executive and determine whether a
recommendation to Council is warranted in
terms of perceived risks

Not yet considered.

There is currently no compliance reporting
undertaken by Archives New Zealand
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Further consideration of issue on
Committee's February 2018 meeting
agenda. Approach considered and endorsed
at Council's 1 March 2018 meeting.
Subsequent notification of approach to local
builders/building service providers.
Enforcement strategy (and prosecution
policy) adopted by Council on 26 April 2018.

Infrastructure inspection regimes

Condition reporting reflects age,
maintenance and incidents

Ensure that asset condition reporting is
comprehensive, is reviewed against
inspections, and is reflected in
capital/renewal programmes

GM Infrastructure
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High

Review draft infrastructure strategy at
October 2017 meeting and make
recommendation to Council on adequacy of
risk assessment

Draft strategy (combined infrastructure and
financial) as provided to Audit included in
Committee's February 2018 meeting
agenda.
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Audit/Risk Committee, 11 June 2018

Actions from risk management framework (revised December 2017)
These actions address those situations where Council’s Audit/Risk Committee, having considered the
present systems and processes, has not accepted the assessed risk. The level of risk (e.g.’D5”) and
assessment of effectiveness of controls (e.g. ‘3’) are those shown in the risk management framework
and explained in the risk matrix (attached).
The first half-yearly evaluation will be done in June 2018 and provided to the next available
Committee meeting after that.

1.6

Governance
Pursuing inappropriate
business strategies
Dec 2017: D5 2
June 2018: D5…2

1.7

Needs of stakeholders
are not met
Dec 2017: C2 3
June 2018: C2 3

1.10 Ineffective Council
leadership
Dec 2017: D4 3
June 2018: D4 3

2.1

Business risks
Customer service
eroded
Dec 2017: C3 4
June 2018: C3 4

2.2

1

Exposure to Council
following poor tender
process

What will be done?

Progress to 31 May 2018

Development of a policy
framework to define when a
business case approach for
projects will be adopted. 1

A policy framework has yet
to be determined.

Clear use of survey results in
terms of changes to services
and facilities and reporting
these back to stakeholders

Survey released in May;
results being analysed now
for reporting in July.

Development of agreed
guidelines with Council on
protocols to achieve a more
effective governancemanagement balance with
greater focus on understanding
and addressing strategic risks

No formal discussion yet with
Council.

Monthly analysis for
management of issues in
service request.

Formal training for every
staff member arranged (with
an external provider) in July.

However, the approach is being
adopted for major community
infrastructure projects where there
are options which need
consideration. The proposed
relocation of Marton
Administration is an instance of
this.

Customer service philosophy to
be made explicit across the
organisation
Greater focus on getting
feedback on specific
transactions and analysing this
Review the procurement
policy, potentially including:
a)

Mandatory use of local
Tenderlink for all purchase

Proposed revision to be
initially considered by
Policy/Planning Committee
on 14 June

Not necessarily a dollar sum. Note that the business case is an input into a decision - not the decision
1
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Audit/Risk Committee, 11 June 2018
Dec 2017: D4 4
June 2018: D4 4

b)

c)

2.3

Exposure to Council
following poor contract
management processes
Dec 2017: D4 2
June 2018: D4 2

2.6

2.7

Monthly reporting of
performance of contracts with
annual value exceeding
$250,000 to the relevant
Council Committee.

Draft policy being prepared
for initial discussion with
Policy/Planning Committee’s
meeting on 14 June.

Develop a business continuity
plan (to include consideration
of both Taihape and Manawatu
as alternative admin centres)

Offsite business continuity in
place.

Dec 2017: D4 1
June 2018: C2 3

Implement Civil Defence
Improvement Plan (prepared in
2017)

Relationship with Maori
deteriorate

Advance the Maori
responsiveness framework

Civil defence Improvement
Plan being implemented –
quarterly reporting to
Council
Maori responsiveness
framework agreed by Te
Roopu Ahi Kaa and Council.

Resource base does not
meet community needs
Dec 2017: E2 3
June 2018: E2 3

2.9

Develop and adopt policy for
contract management

Inability to
recover/continue
business following
disaster

Dec 2017: D4 3
June 2018: D3 3

2.8

with a total estimated cost
exceeding $50,000.
Review by Management
Team of recommendations
for tenders under
$250,000 prior to decision
by Chief Executive.
Full disclosure of tender
processes in public
excluded sessions of
Council, prior to decision,
for tenders over $250,000.

Business objectives not
met
Dec 2017:

D3 2

This will be formally monitored on a
quarterly basis.

Respond (as far as practicable)
to Te Roopu Ahi Kaa’s
preferences for the proposed
Maori/Iwi Liaison Officer role

A half-time Strategic Adviser
– Iwi/hapu position
established, with appointee
starting on 11 June.

Continued lobbying (to central
government and LGNZ) for
ongoing, adequate financial
support for roading, utilities
and community infrastructure.

Ongoing
A series of discussions has
been initiated by the Mayor
and the Chief Executive with
key Ministers.

Monthly monitoring by
Management Team of progress
with the capital programme.

Ongoing
Early recognition of the need to
carry-forward a substantial part of
the capital programme in both
utilities and community

2
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Audit/Risk Committee, 11 June 2018
June 2018: D3 2
2.11 Shared Services falters
and/or leads to higher
costs for equivalent
services
Dec 2017: D4 3
June 2018: D3 4
2.12 Exposure to Council
following noncompliance in consent
processes.

infrastructure

Negotiate and monitor a more
rigorous agreement with
Manawatu for the delivery of
infrastructure services to
Rangitikei.

Completed

Review processes for
monitoring drinking-water
standard compliance and
ensure full adherence to these.

To be determined following
government decisions on
Havelock North Inquiry.2

Get clarity on meeting IL4
requirements for Emergency
Operations Centres – and
requirements for places of
public assembly

June 2018

Give effect to changes
recommended as part of the
ACC tertiary accreditation
process and the audit
undertaken by MW LASS

Ongoing

Ensure Continuous
Improvement process helps
employees understand impact
of individual performance on
others and the organisation as
a whole – i.e. personal;
accountability for actions and
their consequences.
Implement Promapp which
provides comprehensive
documentation about ‘how’

Ongoing

Quarterly reviews (first at
Finance/Performance Committee,
29 March 2018). This is a
comprehensive review, with input
from senior managers as well as
Manawatū, thus increasing
confidence that the relationship is
robust.

Dec 2017: D4 3
June 2018: D4 3
Built assets
4.1b Inability to provide
services to stakeholders
following damage to
assets – by earthquakes
Dec 2017: D8 0
June 2018: D8…0

5.1

Human resources
Breach of health and
safety requirements
Dec 2017: D4 4
June 2018: D4 4

5.3

Poor employee
performance
Dec 2017: C3 4
June 2018: C3 4

5.6

2

Loss of corporate or
tacit knowledge

GHD commissioned, January 2018.
Report not yet received.

SafePlus self-assessment tool will
be available mid-2018. Informal
audit by MW LASS considered
processes and practices
satisfactory.
Note special focus on (i) driver
safety and (ii) asbestos
management plans and actions
arising from these.
Impact will not be certain until the
next employee survey is
undertaken

Ongoing

Reporting through Corporate
Management Team

Use monthly compliance reporting as basis of discussion with Mid central health Drinking-water assessor
3
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Audit/Risk Committee, 11 June 2018
Dec 2017: D3 2
June 2018: D3 3

things are done
Use MW LASS to develop and
apply shared expertise in
specialised areas

Ongoing

Information systems
6.1

Poor information
management
Dec 2017: D4 2
June 2018: D4 2

Ensure full documentation in
SharePoint of contracts and
projects undertaken by
Infrastructure Shared Services.3

Ongoing
Use of SharePoint a specific
topic in the new Shared
Services agreement

Assess feasibility of replacing
NCS/MagiQ to gain greater
functionality and integration
with SharePoint.

While feasible, consideration
is being given to a
replacement of NCS/MagiQ
shared with other MW LASS
councils.

Financial management
7.3

Financial exposure in
the event of a loss or
disaster
Dec 2017: D7 3
June 2018: D6 3

8.3

Natural resources and
hazards
Insufficient regard to
risks posed by
earthquake-prone
buildings

Adopt strategies to bridge gap
between insurance
(underground assets and
roading)

Ongoing

Undertake mandatory
assessment of all earthquakeprone buildings (including
Council’s) during 2018.

Focus remains on obtaining
new, purpose-built and safe
replacements for premises
regularly used by staff and
the community. Most
Utilities plants have been
assessed with remedial
action taken/planned.

Dec 2017: C3 3
June 2018: C3 3
Ensure staff and public
awareness of risks posed by
Council’s own buildings

Ongoing

5 June 2018

3

This is part of the agreement negotiated with Manawatu District Council – 2.11. A related issue is access to
the roading RAMM database.
4
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Risk matrix

Consequences or
Impact

Catastrophic
Major
Moderate
Minor
Insignificant

Almost
certain
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High

Likely

Likelihood
Possible Unlikely

Rare

Extreme Extreme
High
High
Extreme
High
High
Moderate
Extreme
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
Low
High
Moderate
Low
Low

See table 2 of the Risk management policy for meaning of impacts in terms of human life, service levels. The
environment, compliance and corporate governance, financial performance and community/political

Consequences or
Impact

Catastrophic
Major
Moderate
Minor
Insignificant

Almost
certain
E8 (9)
E6 (8)
E3 (7)
E1 (6)
D2 (5)

Likely

Likelihood
Possible Unlikely

E7 (8)
E4 (7)
E2 (6)
D3 (5)
D1 (4)

E5 (7)
D7 (6)
D4 (5)
C2 (4)
C1 (3)

D8 (6)
D5 (5)
C3 (4)
B3 (3)
B1 (2)

Rare
D6 (5)
C4 (4)
B4 (3)
B2 (2)
A (1)

Control effectiveness ratings
Rating

Effectiveness

Description

Quantification

0

Not effective

This control does not address risk

0%

1

Slightly effective

2

Somewhat effective

3

Reasonably effective

4

Mostly effective

5

Very effective

The control is not reliable as it is not welldesigned, documented and/or
1-20% effective
communicated
Control may be reliable but not very
effective as control design can be improved 21-40% effective
Control is reliable but not effective as
documentation and/or communication
could be improved.
Control is mostly reliable and effective.
Documentation exists but can be better
communicated.
Control is reliable and effective. Fully
documented process and well
communicated.

Source: Lismore City Council
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41-60% effective

61-80% effective

81-100% effective

